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Unit-1 Live Reporting and Ethics
Unit Structure
1.1 Learning Objective
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Live Reporting
1.4 Benefits of Live Reporting
1.5 Challenges of Live Reporting
1.6 Ethical aspects of Live Reporting
1.7 Check Your Progress

1.1Learning Objective
In this unit you will able to understand;
 Live Reporting
 Challenges of live reporting
 Ethical aspects of live reporting

1.2Introduction
In recent years, the broadcast newsman report a story on the spot directly from the
scene of the news. Rapid improvement in technology and equipment’s made the news
channels to give coverage faster and easier than before. Several years before the editor
makes his plan to assign a team of reporters, cameraman, technicians and an airman.
The team gets sufficient time to cope of with news and undoubtedly cover as per their
suitable. Stories filmed from the far way are transported and prepared by the news
headquarter of news for transmission.

1.3 Live Reporting
In the last two decades of the 20th century, the taste of news consumption has been
changed from readers to viewers. The ongoing technological changes offer the most
traditional news channel to providing information in a different way. In a real-time, a
TV reporter covers the news on an ability of his experience and the demand of the
channel. Let’s learn more about the benefit and practices of live reporting.

1.4 Benefit of Live Reporting
In live reporting a reporter can able to connect with general public, companies,
celebrities from the ground. Broadcasters make it possible to live report of any event to
attract the public attention, and bring information from the scene. This is cost effective
hassle free from the head quarter of the news organisation. Lots of paper work and
discussion is minimised before the news is coved.
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Audience Participation
One of the most important aspect of live reporting is the participation of the audience or
public on the spot. Reporter investing more time in live reporting to gain more public
trust. Public feedback is more important from the news point of view.

1.5 Challenges of Live Reporting
Skill Requirement
Reporting live for a TV channel is a challenging job for a reporter. A reporter need to
be trained first from a Professional journalist who have good practice on live reporting.
Further need to understand the present situation of every event he/she is going to cover.
Reporter should have sound knowledge in different technological aspect on camera,
microphone, light, focus, connectivity. There should be some pre-preparation or
homework from the end of reporter.
Command over Language
While reporting live the reporter have to complete speech in a specific time. So all the
information in facts and concerned names need to be remembered within a short span
before going live. It would be convenient for the reporter to speak in a single language
for the benefit of the listeners. The language should be as simple as possible. There
should be clarity over the whole report. Voice rhythm should be based on the situation
covered by the reporter.
Relevancy of Questions
Reporter should go with some prepared questions to the public. Sometime also have to
use presence of mind to ask question from the answers. Questions should asked to fulfil
the objective of the story or incident.
Control over Speech
Reporting from the ground is mostly the coverage and representation of the reporter’s
point of view. There are many occasion when the reporter get more excited to speak on
the topic on his/ her observation. The viewers can see and listen on the camera focus
and speech of reporter. So the reporter should control on speech delivered on behalf of
listeners.
Continuity on collecting bites
Bite is most important part of live reporting. Reporter always need public opinion on
any event covered. We can tell it as a proof or authenticity of reporting. The
responsibility of the reporter is to collect bites of pubic on the spot without any bias. It
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is better to collect as much as bites from the public to gather positive and negative
opinion.
Time and Patience
Reporting doesn’t mean to work in a specific time in a particular day. A reporter need
to be always alert about the upcoming incident and happenings in the society. He/ she
need to reach as soon as possible in the spot to record and observe every situation on
the ground. In most of the situation reporter need to reach with cameraman and all
arrangement to go live. Most of the time they wait for the guest to come on the stage
and to collect a single bite from celebrity or the political leader. Questions on press
conferences can be raised if you keep patience on listening the whole information from
the spokesperson.
Overcome Crowd
Live reporting is always interesting compare to recorded reports. Reporter reach near
the public to collect bites and comments. Reporter need to observe the situation and
identify public who can give valuable comments. It is also necessary to control the
crowd and collect bites one by one.
Listen to the Public
We should always listen to the public to get a good report. In journalistic term the voice
of people is known as Vox-Pop. Most of the times public doesn’t come to speak on the
boom of reporter, if they speaks then the reporter should understand there is something
behind the story. The presence of mind of the reporter give the opportunity to raise
question from public opinion.
Avoid Misinformation
Most of the time the reporter reaches late at the spot of incidents took place. So it is the
responsibility of the reporter to cover those aspects which is relevant and authentic.
Any misinformation goes live may mislead to a controversial situation.
Safety and Security
A reporter and the cameraman should take care of their own safety and security while
reporting. Most of the time the reporter cover conflict, war, natural disaster, politics,
election and riot of the society. There are lot of possibilities of life threat of reporter and
cameraman. Its need to be alert for to face every possible situation of danger.
Unexpected Situation
Any type of misinformation should not be passed to the public in front of camera.
Unexpected situation is when any public comes to give his bites and scold in front of
the camera with slang language. Which is not expected from a reporter or the
cameraman. Abused word should not be collected while taking bites. In such situations
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microphone should be avoided from the person and camera angle should focused to
someone else.

1.6 Ethical aspects of Live Reporting
There is no such rulebook available or any law framed in our constitution for live
reporting. It is the media or the management of any media organization frame some
ethics while covering live stories. It is completely different from one media to another
media.
In the practice of journalism the reporter pick the basic rules while reporting live the
common
elements
including
the
principles
of truthfulness, accuracy,
objectivity, impartiality, fairness, and public accountability, as these apply to the
acquisition of newsworthy information and its subsequent dissemination to the public.
While reporting it should be always noticed to the religious, caste, race and sexual
content of the information. Reporting truth is never a libelous or slanderous, still taking
anyone name in live reporting, it is necessary to keep all such proof for the protection
of defamation.
Court reporting is always a human interest and a story out of hidden box. While
reporting live the reporter should be cautious about speaking from his own. Reporter
should collect bites from the both parties for the safety from contempt of court. Media/
reporters investigation of any crime doesn’t prove any justice outside the court room.
Any misinformation may bring the media into a critical situation, so any hearsay
prediction or opinion is not at all a validity of information of newsmaker, it may be
proven wrongly afterwards.

1.7 Check Your Progress
1. What are the advantages of live reporting?
2. Describe the challenges during live reporting?
3. Describe the ethical issues followed by a reporter during live reporting?
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Unit-2 Legality and Ethicality of Sting Operation and Phone
Tapping
Unit Structure
2.1 Learning Objective
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Sting Operation
2.4 Examples of Sting Opeartion
2.5 Phone Tapping
2.6 Check Your Progress

2.1 Learning Objective
After completion of this unit you will able to understand:
• Sting Operation
• Phone tapping

2.2 Introduction
Media organisation take the advantage of investigative journalism from the help of
technology. In between this sting operation and phone tapping plays a vital role to
collect information in secret way. Sting operation is a planned process of collecting
information from the criminal or a person involved in corruption. This type of news
become more and more interesting for the viewers.

2.3 Sting Operation
A sting operation is an unreliable operation designed to catch a person committing
corruption or a crime. A typical sting will have an undercover law enforcement officer,
detective, or co-operative member of the public play a role as criminal partner or
potential victim and go along with a suspect's actions to gather evidence of the suspect's
wrong doing. Mass media journalists occasionally resort to sting operations to record
video and broadcast to expose criminal activity.
Most of the time sting operation is been conducted by the journalist to find out the
secret behind any conspiracy in politics, sports and business affairs.
It is sometimes justified if it is likely to gather evidence or behavior that the audience
would otherwise not see and hear. Justifications for secret recordings could include:
•
Where there is evidence that there is an intention to commit an offence.
•

Where an open approach would be unlikely to succeed.

•

Gathering evidence.

•

Consumer, social or scientific research in the public interest.
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In all cases, the material gathered should be a fair and accurate representation of what
has happened. There is also an obligation on the journalist to seek retrospective consent
and, in some cases, obscure some identities.
Secret recording could include:
•
Use of hidden cameras and microphones
•

Long-range audio-video equipment

•

Small video cameras

•

Use of drone cameras

•

Mobile phone cameras

•

Concealed radio microphones

•

Phone calls

•

Continuing to record after the interview is over.

If you are intending to carry out secret recording, make sure that your line manager has
approved it. Your news organisation will have a procedure. Ensure that you comply. It
will probably involve:
•
Senior editorial approval and signed document.
•

Clear declaration as to why the action is in the public interest.

•

Statement as to how the material is to be used.

•

An accurate log of what has taken place.

•

A certificate or license if legally required.

•

What is to be broadcast and what will not be broadcast.

•

An honest declaration of any deception that was required to gather the material.

That final point is extremely important. Journalists are increasingly coming under
pressure not to use editing or newsgathering techniques that could be seen as
misleading.
If you intend to use any material gathered secretly in the future - such a review of the
year or referring to a story when following up the item - you will probably have to
revisit the whole process, but legal advice will need to be taken.
You will need to be certain all you propose to do is in the public interest, particularly
in:
•
A private place where the public does not have access,
•
Where people are receiving medical treatment,
•
Cases of grief and extreme stress.
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It is never justified to go on so-called fishing expeditions where secret recording is
carried out on private property in search of crime or anti-social behaviour.
Similarly, you should never leave recording equipment on private property with the
intention of gaining evidence of serious crime unless you have first obtained senior
editorial sign off and can justify your actions in terms of public interest.

2.4 Example of Sting Operation
Operation West End
Operation West End was the first sting operation done by Tehelka in 2001, an Indian news
magazine known for its investigative journalism. It was done in order to expose the defense
deals of the then ruling party, the NDA led by BJP.
The special correspondents of the magazine filmed several corrupt defense officials and
politicians of ruling National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government including the then
Bharatiya Janata Party President Late Bangaru Laxman. The operation took seven and a half
months to complete.
The magazine created a fictitious London based arms manufacturing company known as West
End International. The strategy adopted by the investigative journalists was to get in touch with
a person in the lowest end of the defence chain and then move upwards. Therefore, the
operation started with the Senior Section Officer P. Sashi who was posted in the Ministry of
Defence. His desire to make money from arms dealers provided the starting point for
journalists from Tehelka. After getting some monetary incentive, P. Sashi took the team to
Brigadier Anil Sehgal’s house in New Delhi. Sehgal was then the Deputy Director in
Directorate General of Ordnance and Supply (DGOS), an important army procurement post.
Both these officials helped the team with two vital things; information about a defence product
required by the Indian army and how to move ahead in order to sell their products.
Brigadier Sehgal demanded to be entertained in a five-star hotel to which the team agreed. The
former brought in Lt. Colonel Sharma, who was an army officer posted in Air Force
procurement section. After the meeting, Brigadier Sehgal demanded Rs. 200,000 to give
documents related to the procurement of hand-held thermal cameras and other equipment that
the company might be interested in supplying to the Indian Army. After accepting the money
he also advised on how to proceed in the matter of bidding for the hand-held thermal cameras.
During the conversation, Brigadier Sehgal said that the company would have to pay to
everyone and some percentage would also reach the then Defence Minister George Fernandes.
P. Sashi also provided confidential documents related to the procurement of ammunition, tubes,
clothing and helicopters.
On 26 November 2000, the team was introduced to Deepak Gupta, the son of Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) trustee R. K. Gupta. Deepak Gupta assured that he would help the
UK based company bag the project and talked about his influence in the government. In the
subsequent meetings he elaborated on his functioning and said that he worked from the Prime
Minister's Office (PMO).
The team then met R. K. Gupta, the RSS trustee and a big defence middleman. He was quite
vocal about his relationship with the Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee and Lal Krishna
Advani and said that both of them were tenants at his properties. He had also helped establish
the RSS headquarters in 1967 in Jhandewala, Delhi. He assured the team that he will get their
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work done and will pay the bribe on their behalf to the Defence Secretary, Joint Secretary,
Under Secretary, the then treasurer of the party Ved Prakash Goyal, BJP’s national president
Bangaru Laxman. He did not wanted to involve Brajesh Mishra as his price was rupees one
crore.
On December 23, 2000, journalists posing as representatives of the arms manufacturing
company held their first meeting with the then BJP chief Bangaru Laxman. They then met him
several times over the period of one week and promised to compensate him for his
recommendation to the Defence Ministry of Supply regarding hand-held thermal imagers. On
January 1, 2001, Laxman accepted One lakh rupees at BJP’s office for pursuing their proposal.
On January 7, 2001, the final meeting held between the fake representatives and Laxman.

Narada Sting Operation
The Narada sting operation was a sting operation carried out by Mathew Samuel
targeting high-ranking officials and politicians of the All India Trinamool Congress
(AITC). It showed several politicians and a high-ranked police officer accepting cash
bribes in exchange for providing unofficial favour to a company.
Performed in 2014 for the Indian news-magazine Tehelka, it was published on a private
website months before the 2016 West Bengal Assembly elections.
As of June 2017, the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI), Enforcement Directorate
(ED) and a parliamentary ethics committee are probing the case. The Trinamool
Congress has rejected the allegations and has claimed that the money was received in
way of donations.

2.5 Phone Tapping
The third generation digital phones are harder to monitor because they use digitally
encoded and compressed transmission. However at present mobile phones voice can be
recorded digitally and sent immediately in a fraction of movement. Every mobile phone
company provide the features or the option of application to record calls from anyone
around the world. It is also possible for news organizations with the correct technical
equipment to monitor mobile phone communications and decrypt the audio.

2.5.1 Legality on Phone Tapping
In India, the lawful interception of communication by authorized law enforcement
agencies (LEAs) is carried out in accordance with Section 5(2) of the Indian Telegraph
Act, 1885 read with Rule 419A of Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Rules, 2007. Directions
for interception of any message or class of messages under sub-section (2) of Section 5
of the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885 shall not be issued except by an order made by the
Secretary to the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs in the case of
Government of India and by the Secretary to the State Government in-charge of the
Home Department in the case of a state government. The government has set up
the Centralized Monitoring System (CMS) to automate the process of lawful
interception and monitoring of telecommunications technology. The government of
India on 2015 December 2 in a reply to parliament question no. 595 on scope,
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objectives and framework of the CMS has struck a balance between national security,
online privacy and free speech informed that to take care of the privacy of citizens,
lawful interception and monitoring is governed by the Section 5(2) of Indian Telegraph
Act, 1885 read with Rule 419A of Indian Telegraph (Amendment) Rules, 2007 wherein
oversight mechanism exists in form of review committee under chairmanship of the
Cabinet Secretary at Central Government level and Chief Secretary of the State at the
state government level. Section 5(2) also allows the government to intercept messages
that are public emergencies or for public safety.

2.5.2 Ethics of Phone Tapping
Now a days it’s common for any mass media to collect information from any state
official / authority to prepare news. But it is the duty and responsibility of the media
person to ask the authority as a record of such phone call recording.
Anyone is legally allowed to record a conversation, as long as they are involved in the
conversation. It must be expected that it will reveal evidence of fact or information which can
be disseminated to the public. Journalist are lawfully allowed to record conversations but, with
the prior consent of the third party.
Else, any phone tapping or recording without the consent of the official or authority comes
under Right to privacy is safeguarded as a fundamental part of the right to life and personal
liberty under Article 21, under Indian Constitution.

2.6 Check Your Progress
1. Justify the legality of Sting operation?
2. What is operation West-End?
3. When a phone tapping/ recording may be taken as an information for news?
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Unit 3: Information Technology Act, 2000
3.0
3.1

UNIT STRUCTURE
Learning Objectives

3.2

Introduction

3.3

Information Technology Act, 2000

3.4

Key Highlights of the Act

3.5

Cybercrime & Punishments

3.6

Intermediaries

3.7

Section 66A

3.8

Summary

3.9

Check Your Progress

3.1

Learning Objectives

Objective of this unit is to discuss the Information Technology Act, 2000. This unit aims to
present important sections of the IT Act, 2000. At the end of this unit, the learners will have fair
idea about:
• Key features of IT Act, 2000
• Important provisions of the IT Act

3.2

Introduction

Development of World Wide Web or internet impacted our lives in many ways. It changed the
way in which we communicate. Information sharing has become easier and faster. It provided
the ability to be anonymous or mask identity in communication. Loads of information was
available and accessible. The way we do banking, traveling, ticket booking, payment,
admission in educational institutes etc. have also been changed. It facilitated emergence of ecommerce, through which people can buy any product of their choice at the comfort of their
home. Our government is delivering service through various e-governance tools. Personal
relationships are also made through social networking sites like Facebook or Google Plus. Our
personal communication has also been changed. Conversations and letters are being replaced to
a large extent by emails, SMS, WhatsApp, Instagram, social media etc. These new internet
based mediums are carried through third party servers.
With emergence internet in our everyday life, new threats are also emerging. Computers and
Smartphones, which are connected to internet, are always at the risk of data loss or computer
virus invasion. Our communication and conversations through third party servers can be
intercepted, and even altered by the use of technology. Misuse of technology for unlawful and
unwanted purposes such as credit card fraud, phising, hacking and spamming are reported
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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throughout the world. In order to meet these new challenges and unlawful use of internet
technology and to create order in cyber space, a model law on e-commerce was adopted by
United Nations Commission on International Trade and Law (UNCITRAL) and this was later
adopted by UN General Assembly. As a signatory of this Model Law, India Enacted the
Information Technology Act, 2000, which was passed as the Act No.21 of 2000 by the Indian
Parliament during the budget session of 2000. The I. T. Act got the President‘s assent on June
9, 2000 and it was notified on October 17, 2000. With adoption of this Legislation, India
became the 12th nation in the world to adopt a Cyber Law regime.

3.3

Information Technology Act, 2000

The Information Technology Act, 2000, which was amended in 2008, is the main statute that
governs online or internet based activities in India, including e-commerce, cybercrimes,
Internet surveillance, and intermediary liability. The IT Act, 2000 had 13 Chapters and 94
sections. The last four sections i.e. section 91 to 94 deals with the amendment to four acts - the
Indian Penal Code 1860, The Indian Evidence Act 1872, The Bankers‘ Books Evidence Act
1891 and the Reserve Bank of India Act 1934 were later deleted.

3.3.1 Objective of the Act
The IT Act 2000 is provides legal framework to promote electronic communication and
ecommerce in a secure environment. The Act provides legal recognition:
i)
to provide legal recognition for transactions carried out by means of electronic data
interchange and other means of electronic communication, commonly referred to as "electronic
commerce", which involve the use of alternatives to paper-based methods of communication
and storage of information,
ii)
to facilitate electronic filing of documents with the Government agencies and further to
amend the Indian Penal Code, the Indian Evidence Act, 1872, the Bankers' Books Evidence
Act, 1891 and the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and for matters connected therewith or
incidental thereto.‖
The basic objectives of the Information Technology Act 2000 are:
•
Legal recognition of electronic records or e-records
•

Legal recognition of digital signature.

•

Legal recognition to electronic governance.

•

Secured communication through electronic mode

•

Prevention cyber offenses and crimes replaced to electronic records

•

To establish the Cyber Appellate Tribunal.

•

Amendment of the certain provisions of Indian Penal Code

In brief, the Act deals with Electronic Documents, digital signatures, e-commerce, egovernance, Cyber offences and justice Dispensation Systems for cybercrimes.

3.3.2 Applicability of the Act:
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As per Section 1 of the Act, the Information Technology Act 2000 is applicable to the whole of
India, including Jammu & Kashmir. The law is also applicable to any offense or contravention
committed outside India by any person, if such contravention involves a computer, computer
system or computer network located in India.
According to sub-section 4 of the Section 1 of the Act, the Act is NOT applicable to documents
and transactions specified in the first schedule. Presently the first schedule contains the
following entries:
i)
A negotiable instrument (other than a cheque) as defined in section 13 of the
Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 (26 of 1881).
ii)
A power-of-attorney as defined in section 1A of the Powers-of-Attorney Act, 1882 (7
of 1882).
iii)
A trust as defined in section 3 of the Indian Trusts Act, 1882 (2 of 1882).
iv)
A Will as defined in clause (h) of section 2 of the Indian Succession Act, 1925 (39 of
1925) including any other testamentary disposition by whatever name called.
v)
Any contract for the sale or conveyance of immovable property or any interest in such
property.

3.3.3 Amendment to Information Technology Act
As a first law of India on internet, e-commerce and computer, The Information Technology
Act, 2000 was under review and criticism. There were debate on some sections considered as
too lenient and some as draconian. There were some conspicuous omissions too. So the need
for an amendment to the Act emerged. The Government consulted industry bodies and formed
advisory committees to identify shortcomings of the Act. After due consultation and analysis of
the recommendations, an amendment to the Act - Information Technology Amendment Bill
2006 - was placed in Parliament in 2006. The Bill was passed in Loksabha in Parliament in
2008. Subsequently the Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008 got the assent of
President on 5th February 2009 and came into force on October 27, 2009.
The amended Act gives more focus on privacy issues and information security. It broadened the
scope of digital signature and includes new cybercrimes. It also covers the role of
intermediaries in e-commerce.

3.3.4 Objectives and Reasons for the Amendment:
The Information Technology Amendment Bill 2006 states the following objects and reasons for
the amendment:
i)
The Information Technology Act was enacted in the year 2000 with a view to give a
fillip to the growth of electronic based transactions, to provide legal recognition for ecommerce and e-transactions, to facilitate e-governance, to prevent computer based crimes and
ensure security practices and procedures in the context of widest possible use of information
technology worldwide.
ii)
With proliferation of information technology enabled services such as e- governance, ecommerce and e-transactions, protection of personal data and information and implementation
of security practices and procedures relating to these applications of electronic communications
have assumed greater importance and they require harmonization with the provisions of the
Information Technology Act. Further, protection of Critical Information Infrastructure is
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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pivotal to national security, economy, public health and safety, so it has become necessary to
declare such infrastructure as a protected system so as to restrict its access.
iii)
A rapid increase in the use of computer and internet has given rise to new forms of
crimes like publishing sexually explicit materials in electronic form, video voyeurism and
breach of confidentiality and leakage of data by intermediary, e-commerce frauds like
personation commonly known as Phishing, identify theft and offensive messages through
communication services. So, penal provisions are required to be included in the Information
Technology Act, the Indian Penal Code, the Indian Evidence Act and the Code of Criminal
Procedure to prevent such crimes.
iv)
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) in the year
2001 adopted the Model Law on Electronic Signatures. The General Assembly of the United
Nations by its resolution No. 56/80, dated 12 th December, 2001, recommended that all States
accord favourable consideration to the said Model Law on Electronic Signatures. Since the
digital signatures are linked to a specific technology under the existing provisions of the
Information Technology Act, it has become necessary to provide for alternate technology of
electronic signatures for bringing harmonization with the said Model Law.
v)
The service providers may be authorized by the Central Government or the State
Government to set up, maintain and upgrade the computerized facilities and also collect, retain
and appropriate service charges for providing such services at such scale as may be specified by
the Central Government or the State Government.

3.3.5 Definitions
Section - 2 of the Information Technology Act, 2000 gives definitions of key terms related to
the act. Definitions as given in the Act are:
Access: With its grammatical variations and cognate expressions Access means gaining entry
into, instructing or communicating with the logical, arithmetical, or memory function resources
of a computer, computer system or computer network;
Addressee: A person who is intended by the originator to receive the electronic record but does
not include any intermediary;
Adjudicating Officer: Adjudicating officer appointed under subsection (1) of section 46;
Affixing Electronic Signature: With its grammatical variations and cognate expressions
means adoption of any methodology or procedure by a person for the purpose of authenticating
an electronic record by means of Electronic Signature;
•
Appropriate Government means as respects any matter.
i)
Enumerated in List II of the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution;
ii)
Relating to any State law enacted under List III of the Seventh Schedule to the
Constitution, the State Government and in any other case, the Central Government;
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Asymmetric Crypto System: a system of a secure key pair consisting of a private key for
creating a digital signature and a public key to verify the digital signature;
Certifying Authority: a person who has been granted a license to issue a Electronic Signature
Certificate under section 24;
Certification Practice Statement: a statement issued by a Certifying Authority to specify the
practices that the Certifying Authority employs in issuing Electronic Signature Certificates;
Communication Device: Cell Phones, Personal Digital Assistance (Sic), or combination of
both or any other device used to communicate, send or transmit any text, video, audio, or
image. (Inserted Vide ITAA 2008)
Computer: Any electronic, magnetic, optical or other high-speed data processing device or
system which performs logical, arithmetic, and memory functions by manipulations of
electronic, magnetic or optical impulses, and includes all input, output, processing, storage,
computer software, or communication facilities which are connected or related to the computer
in a computer system or computer network;
Computer Network: The interconnection of one or more Computers or Computer systems or
Communication device throughi)
the use of satellite, microwave, terrestrial line, wire, wireless or other communication
media; and
ii)
terminals or a complex consisting of two or more interconnected computers or
communication device whether or not the interconnection is continuously maintained;
•
Computer Resource: Computer, communication device, computer system, computer
network, data, computer database or software;
Computer System: A device or collection of devices, including input and output support
devices and excluding calculators which are not programmable and capable of being used in
conjunction with external files, which contain computer programmes, electronic instructions,
input data, and output data, that performs logic, arithmetic, data storage and retrieval,
communication control and other functions;
•
Controller: The Controller of Certifying Authorities appointed under subsection (7) of
section 17;
Cyber Appellate Tribunal: The Cyber Appellate * Tribunal established under sub-section (1)
of section 48 (* "Regulations" omitted)
Cyber Café: Any facility from where access to the internet is offered by any person in the
ordinary course of business to the members of the public. (Inserted vide IT AA-2008)
Cyber Security: Protecting information, equipment, devices, computer, computer resource,
communication device and information stored therein from unauthorized access, use,
disclosure, disruption, modification or destruction. (Inserted vide IT AA-2008)
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Data: a representation of information, knowledge, facts, concepts or instructions which are
being prepared or have been prepared in a formalized manner, and is intended to be processed,
is being processed or has been processed in a computer system or computer network and may
be in any form (including computer printouts magnetic or optical storage media, punched cards,
punched tapes) or stored internally in the memory of the computer;
Digital Signature: authentication of any electronic record by a subscriber by means of an
electronic method or procedure in accordance with the provisions of section 3;
Digital Signature Certificate: a Digital Signature Certificate issued under sub-section (4) of
section 35;
Electronic Form: with reference to information means any information generated, sent,
received or stored in media, magnetic, optical, computer memory, micro film, computer
generated micro fiche or similar device;
Electronic Gazette: official Gazette published in the electronic form;
Electronic Record: Data, record or data generated, image or sound stored, received or sent in
an electronic form or micro film or computer generated micro fiche;
Electronic signature: authentication of any electronic record by a subscriber by means of the
electronic technique specified in the second schedule and includes digital signature. (Inserted
vide ITAA-2006)
Electronic Signature Certificate: an Electronic Signature Certificate issued under section 35
and includes Digital Signature Certificate. (Inserted vide ITAA-2006)
Function: In relation to a computer, includes logic, control, arithmetical process, deletion,
storage and retrieval and communication or telecommunication from or within a computer;
•
Indian Computer Emergency Response Team: an agency established under sub-section
(1) of section 70 B
Information: Includes data, message, text, images, sound, voice, codes, computer programmes,
software and databases or micro film or computer generated micro fiche; (Amended vide
ITAA-2008)
Intermediary: with respect to any particular electronic records, means any person who on
behalf of another person receives, stores or transmits that record or provides any service with
respect to that record and includes telecom service providers, network service providers,
internet service providers, web hosting service providers, search engines, online payment sites,
online-auction sites, online market places and cyber cafes. (Substituted vide ITAA-2008)
Key Pair: in an asymmetric crypto system, means a private key and its mathematically related
public key, which are so related that the public key can verify a digital signature created by the
private key;
Law: includes any Act of Parliament or of a State Legislature, Ordinances promulgated by the
President or a Governor, as the case may be. Regulations made by the President under article
240, Bills enacted as President's Act under sub-clause (a) of clause (1) of article 357 of the
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Constitution and includes rules, regulations, bye-laws and orders issued or made there under (z)
"License" means a license granted to a Certifying Authority under section 24;
Originator: a person who sends, generates, stores or transmits any electronic message or
causes any electronic message to be sent, generated, stored or transmitted to any other person
but does not include an intermediary;
Prescribed: prescribed by rules made under this Act;
Private Key: the key of a key pair used to create a digital signature;
Public Key: the key of a key pair used to verify a digital signature and listed in the Digital
Signature Certificate;
Secure System: computer hardware, software, and procedure that -:
a)
are reasonably secure from unauthorized access and misuse;
b)
provide a reasonable level of reliability and correct operation;
c)
are reasonably suited to performing the intended functions; and
d)
adhere to generally accepted security procedures;
Security Procedure: means the security procedure prescribed under section 16 by the Central
Government;
Subscriber: a person in whose name the Electronic Signature Certificate is issued;
Verify: in relation to a digital signature, electronic record or public key, with its grammatical
variations and cognate expressions means to determine whether
a)
the initial electronic record was affixed with the digital signature by the use of private
key corresponding to the public key of the subscriber;
b)
the initial electronic record is retained intact or has been altered since such electronic
record was so affixed with the digital signature.

3.4

Key Highlights of the Act

The IT Act 2000 offers legal framework to information in electronic form and electronic
records. It has been very useful in dealing with cybercrimes. It also paved the way for egovernance in India. With this Act, electronic contract became legally valid and digital
signature got legal recognition. Some of the important aspects of the Act are:

3.4.1 Digital & Electronic Signature
For any kind of official transaction, signing the document by the involved parties is necessary
for authentication of the document and identification of the person who signs. While in case of
paper based document one can put his/her physical signature, in case of internet based or online
transaction digital signatures are used. The purpose of both physical and digital signature
remains same. The Information Technology Act, 2008 accorded legal sanctity for use of digital
signature, which was later replaced with ‗electronic signature‘ in the Information Technology
Amendment Act 2008.
The Information Technology Act, 2000 defines digital as authentication of any electronic
record by means of electronic method or procedure as per the procedure laid down in Section 3.
And according to Section 3(2) of the Act, says about the use of asymmetric crypto system and
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the use of Public Key Infrastructure and hash function etc. The information Technology Act
introduced the concept of electronic signature. The Concept of Electronic Signature is broader
than that of digital signature. The Term digital signature has been replaced in almost all
provision in the Act. Though the reference still continues to be made to digital signature, it is
considered as one type of electronic signature. Other types of electronic signature can be
biometric signatures, passwords, PINs, encryption applications etc. The Act defines Electronic
signatures as the authentication of an electronic record using the authentication techniques
specified in the 2nd Schedule to the Act, subject to reliability as per the Act.
As per the Act, the Certifying Authorities (CAs) can issue digital signature certificates for
electronic authentication of users. In order to get a digital certificate, one need to approach a
licensed Certifying Authorities (CA) that has been granted a license to issue a digital signature
certificate under Section 24 of the Indian IT-Act 2000. At present there are Eight licensed
Certifying Authorities. These are (a) National Informatics Centre (NIC), (b) Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS), (c) SafeScrypt (d) MTNL, (e) (n) Code Solutions, (f) Institute for Development
& Research in Banking Technology (IDRBT), (g) eMudhra and (h) Capricorn Identity Services.
According to the Section 17 of the IT Act, 2000 Controller of Certifying Authorities has been
appointed by the Central Government to license and regulate the working of Certifying
Authorities. The Office of the CCA came into existence on November 1, 2000. It aims at
promoting the growth of E-Commerce and E- Governance through the wide use of digital
signatures. The Controller of Certifying Authorities (CCA) has established the Root Certifying
Authority (RCAI) of India under section 18(b) of the IT Act to digitally sign the public keys of
Certifying Authorities (CA) in the country. The RCAI is operated as per the standards laid
down under the Act.
The CCA certifies the public keys of CAs using its own private key, which enables users in the
cyberspace to verify that a given certificate is issued by a licensed CA. For this purpose it
operates, the Root Certifying Authority of India (RCAI). The CCA also maintains the
Repository of Digital Certificates, which contains all the certificates issued to the CAs in the
country.
Some of the important Functions of the CCA are:
i)
exercising supervision over the activities of the Certifying Authorities;
ii)
certifying public keys of the Certifying Authorities;
iii)
laying down the standards to be maintained by the Certifying Authorities;
iv)
specifying the conditions subject to which the Certifying Authorities shall conduct their
business;
v)
specifying the form and content of an Electronic Signature Certificate and the key;
vi)
facilitating the establishment of any electronic system by a Certifying Authority either
solely or jointly with other Certifying Authorities and regulation of such systems;
vii)
specifying the manner in which the Certifying Authorities shall conduct their dealings
with the subscribers;
viii)
resolving any conflict of interests between the Certifying Authorities and the
subscribers;
ix)
laying down the duties of the Certifying Authorities; and
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x)
maintaining a database containing the disclosure record of every Certifying Authority
containing such particulars as may be specified by regulations, which shall be accessible to
public.
In case of dispute with Certifying Authorises, a subscriber can approach the Controller of
Certifying Authorities.
According to section 28 of the Act, investigations can be made by the CCA or any officer
authorised for any contraventions of the provisions of the Act. The controller may have access
to any computer resources, computer system of any person to acquire any information, during
the course of exercising his duties helpful in further investigations, as per Section 29.

3.4.2 E-Governance
What are the different classes of Digital Signature Certificates?
Class 1: The verification requirements are (i) Aadhaar eKYC Biometric or (ii)
paper based application form and supporting documents or (iii) Aadhaar eKYC
OTP + Video Verification The Private Key generation and storage can be in
software.
Class 2: The verification requirements are (i) Aadhaar eKYC Biometric or (ii)
Paper based application form and supporting documents or (iii) Aadhaar eKYC
OTP + Video Verification. The Private Key generation and storage should be in
Hardware cryptographic device validated to, FIPS 140-2 level 2.
Class 3: The verification requirements are (i) Aadhaar eKYC Biometric or (ii)
Paper based application form and supporting documents and (physical personal
appearance before CA or Video verification) or (iii) Aadhaar eKYC OTP + Video
Verification. The Private Key generation and storage should be in Hard ware
cryptographic device validated to FIPS 140-2 level 2
Aadhaar e-KYC-OTP: The verification requirement is Aadhaar eKYC OTP.
Aadhaar e-KYC-Biometric: The verification requirement is Aadhaar eKYC
Biometric.
Electronic governance or e-governance, in simple words, is the use of information technology
by the Government Agencies to deliver government services and information to public. The
Government uses Information & Communication Technology in its operation to improve
service delivery, information exchange and governance process. The Information Technology
Act, 2000 facilitates electronic filing of documents with the Government agencies and delivery
of Government services by means of reliable electronic records. Chapter III of the Act
discusses provisions related to electronic governance issues and procedures. Some of the
important provisions that paves way for e-Governance are:
Legal Recognition of Electronic Record: Electronic Records gets legal recognition by Section 3
of the Act. Electronic Records as long as they are made available in electronic form and are
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accessible so as to be usable for a subsequent reference, as treated at part with Paper based
documents. Section 5 of the Act recognises electronic signature as valid form of authentication
and eautes the same with physical signature. Authentication of electronic signature affixed in
such manner as prescribed by the Central Government. Section 6 of the Act adds validity to
online filing of any form, documents or application with with governmental organisations,
licenses, permissions, approvals or sanction by Government Authorities, and receipt or payment
of money.
Section 7 of the Act empowers the government to retain electronic record in digital format,
similar to keeping paper based record, for future use. Section 8 of the Act provides for
publication of rules and regulations etc in Electronic Gazette. Publication of Any rule,
regulations, order, bye-law, notification or any other matter in Electronic Gazette will be legally
valid as in case of publication in Printed Gazette. If the Any rule, regulations, order, bye-law,
notification or any other matter is published in both printed official gazette and electronic
gazette, then the date of publication of the same will be the date on which it was first published,
irrespective of format. The Act gives power to the central government to make rules in respect
of electronic signature.
The Section 10 A of the Act, introduced by Amendment to the Act in 2008 provides for validity
of the contract formed through electronic means.

3.4.3 Adjudication
Adjudication is the legal process by which an arbiter or judge reviews evidence and
argumentation, including legal reasoning set forth by opposing parties or litigants to come to a
decision which determines rights and obligations between the parties involved. Information
Technology Act, 2000 has its own procedure for adjudicating matter pertaining to the Act.
Sec 46 of the Act provides for appointment of Adjudicating Officer for the adjudging
contravention of any of the provision of the Act or any rule or regulation. The same section
specifies the powers and functions of the adjudicating officer. In the IT Act, 2000 the role of
adjudicating officer is very important as it is the ‗First Court of Adjudication‘. With quasijudicial authority, it covers not only the entire range of computer-related contraventions,
especially under section 43, but also includes adjudging body corporates vis-à-vis any failure to
protect data, including sensitive personal data.
Vide an Order on March 25, 2003 by Ministry of Communication and Information Technology,
Government of India, Secretary of Department of Information Technology of each of the States
or of Union Territories has been appointed as Adjudicating Officer for the purposes of the
Information Technology Act, 2000, The Ministry‘s notification, on March 17, 2003, of
Information Technology (Qualification and Experience of Adjudicating Officers and Manner of
Holding Enquiry) Rules, 2003 specifies the scope and manner of holding inquiry by the
Adjudicating Officers.
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As per the Rule, the
jurisdiction
of
the
Adjudicating Officer in
accordance to the IT Act
The IT Amendment Act, 2008 provides the following
2000 is the matter or
quasi-judicial powers to the Adjudicating Officers:
matters or places or area
 to exercise jurisdiction in respect of the or areas in a State or
contraventions in relation to Chapter IX [Penalties Union Territory of the
posting of the person.
and Adjudication] of the Act;
As per the Sub Section
 to receive complaint from the complainant;
1A of Section 46, an
 to issue notices together with all the documents to
adjudicating officer can
all the necessary parties to the proceedings, fixing
exercise
jurisdiction
a date and time for further proceedings;
to
adjudicate
 to hold an enquiry or dismiss the matter or may get matters in which
the
the matter investigated;
claim for injury or
 to enforce attendance of any person or persons;
damage does not exceed
 to fix a date and time for production of documents Rs. 5 crores. Sub Section
5 of the Section
46 of
the IT Act
also vests
the powerand
of Civil Court with an adjudicating
(including
electronic
records)
or evidence;
officer.
officer is
convinced
that the as
scope
 The
to adjudicating
hear and decide
every
application,
far ofasthe case extends to the cyber
offence(s) under sections 65-74 of the Act, needing appropriate punishment instead of mere
possible, in four months and the whole matter in
financial penalty, then as per the aforesaid rules, he/she should transfer the case to the
six months.
Magistrate having jurisdiction to try the case.
The IT Act, 2000, under its Section 48, also provides for establishing Cyber Appellate Tribunal
(prior to IT Amendment Act, 2008 it was known as Cyber Regulation Appellate Tribunal) for
hearing appeals from decisions of the Adjudicating Officers and to act as controller under other
provisions of the act. The Cyber Appellate Tribunal (CyAT) was constituted in 2006 as a
specialised forum to redress cyber fraud. However, in order to bring about rationalisation of
tribunals, uniformity in service, efficiency and cost optimisation, Government of India
conferred the powers of the CyAT to hear appeals from the decisions of the adjudicating
officers to the Telecom Disputes Settlement and Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT or Appellate
Tribunal) enactment of Finance Act, 2017. A person can approach the High Court against
decision of TDSAT pertaining to IT Act 2000.

3.4.4 Indian Computer Emergency Response Team
Section 70 B of IT Amendment Act, 2008 provides for appointing Indian Computer Emergency
Response Team, which will serve as a National Agency for taking up functions in the areas of
cyber security. The Information Technology (The Indian Computer Emergency Response Team
and Manner of Performing Function and Duties ) Rules, 2013 (CERT-In Rules, 2013) specifies
the constitution, Functions , Responsibilities, Policies & Procedures, Services and other
operational details of Indian Computer Emergency Response Team, which is known as CERTIn. Though CERT-In got its legal mandate through IT Amendment Act 2008, it has been in
operation since 2004.
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As per the Sub Section 4 of Sec B in the Act, CERT-In has been designated to serve as the
national agency to perform the following functions in the area of cyber security:
•
Collection, analysis and dissemination of information on cyber incidents.
•
Forecast and alerts of cyber security incidents
•
Emergency measures for handling cyber security incidents
•
Coordination of cyber incident response activities.
•
Issue guidelines, advisories, vulnerability notes and whitepapers relating to information
security practices, procedures, prevention, response and reporting of cyber incidents.
•
Such other functions relating to cyber security as may be prescribed.
Under the Act, companies, including the service providers, intermediaries, data centers, body
corporate and any other person are bound to follow the directions given by CERT-IN.
CERT-In is coordinated by Department of Information technology, Ministry of Communication
and Information technology on cooperation with several agencies in the government, academia
and industry.
As the nodal agency to deal with cyber security threats like hacking and phishing, CERT-In has
been instrumental in strengthening security-related defence of the Indian Internet domain. In
March 2014, it reported a critical flaw in Android Jelly bean's VPN implementation and in
December 2013, it reported there was a rise in the cyber-attacks on Government organisations
like banking and finance, oil and gas and emergency services.
CERt-In has strong international link and is forging ahead for effective partnership. It signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) Ministry of Cabinet Office, UK in May 2016. Earlier
CERT-In signed MoUs with counterpart/similar organizations in about seven countries - Korea,
Canada, Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, Japan and Uzbekistan. They can also exchange
information on prevalent cyber security policies and best practices. The MoUs helps to
strengthen cyber space of signing countries, capacity building and improving relationship
between them.
As per the above Rule, every person, company or organisation has the option to report cyber
security incidents to the CERT-In. However the following types of incidents need to be
reported mandatorily as early as possible:
•
Targeted scanning/probing of critical networks/systems;
•
Compromise of critical systems/information;
•
Unauthorized access of IT systems/data;
•
Defacement of website or intrusion into a website and unauthorized changes such as
inserting malicious code, links to external websites, etc.;
•
Malicious
code attacks such as
spreading
of
virus/worm/Trojan/botnets/spyware;
•
Attacks on servers such as database, mail, and DNS and network devices such as
routers;
•
Identity theft, spoofing and phishing attacks;
•
Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks;
•
Attacks on critical infrastructure, SCADA systems and wireless networks;
•
Attacks on applications such as e-governance, e-commerce, etc.
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3.5

Cybercrime & Punishments

The Information Technology Act, 2000 does not define the term ‗Cybercrime‘. However, Any
criminal or illegal activities can be said to cybercrime, if it is committed with the help of
computer, computer system, computer network or communication device. Cybercrime can
include both contraventions and offences, mentioned in the Act.
Cyber Contraventions and Cyber Offences differ on degree and extent of criminal activity.
Cyber Contraventions mainly deals with unauthorized access to computer, computer system or
network of computer and the offender faces civil prosecution as per the IT Act, 2000. In this
case the offender is liable to pay damages by way of fine or compensation. However, Cyber
Offences are serious offences or criminal violations related to Computer, Computer System,
and computer network or computer resource. As per the Act, the offender faces criminal
prosecution and is punishable with imprisonment term or fine or both.

3.5.1 Cyber Contraventions
Section 43 of the Information Technology Act gives different types of cyber contraventions,
mainly resulting from unauthorized access to computer, computer system, computer network or
computer resources. These are:
i)

Section 43(a) covers instances of hacking, computer trespass, data theft, privacy violation,

software piracy/theft, etc.
ii)

Section 43(b) covers instances of unauthorised downloading, copying, extraction of data,

computer databases, computer database theft, violation of privacy, etc.
iii) Section 43(c) covers instances of deletion, alteration, damage, modifications of stored
computer data or computer programs leading data interference.
iv) Section 43(d) covers instances related to computer/online fraud, forgery, privacy
violations, etc.
v)

Section 43(e) covers instances leading to denial of service attacks, spamming, etc.

vi) Section 43(f) covers instances of system interference, misuse of computer devices, etc.
vii) Section 43(g) covers instances of unauthorised access to computer, computer system,
computer network, misuse of computer devices, etc.
viii) Section 43(h) covers instances leading to computer/online fraud, phishing, identity theft,
etc.
ix) Section 43(i) covers instances of hacking, data theft, data interference, data loss, denial of
service attacks, online frauds/forgeries, etc.
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x)

Section 43(j) covers instances related to copyright violations, piracy or theft of computer

source code.
Offender

committing any of

liable

to

the

cyber contraventions mentioned above is

pay compensation upto five crore rupees to the person so

affected.
Cyber Offences liable for criminal
prosecution
has been given in
Chapter XI of the Information
Technology Act, 2000. Computer
Related Offences, which also includes
unauthorized
access,
disruption,
damage, destruction, etc. of computer
resource are covered under sections
65, 66, 66A, 66B, 66C, and 66D.
Obscenity
in
electronic
form
(including child pornography) is
covered under sections 66E, 67, 67A, and 67B. Provision for non-compliance of directions,
cyber terrorism etc. (including cyber security) are given under sections 66F, 67C, 68, 69, 69A,
69B, 70, and 70B. Breach of confidentiality, privacy etc are covered under sections 72, 72A.
Section 66, 66B, 66C, & 66D may also apply in such cases, depending upon the situation.
Electronic Signature Certificate related offences are covered under sections 71, 73 & 74. Here
are a List of Cybercrimes included in the Act are:
1. Tampering with the computer source documents.
2. Hacking with computer system.
3. Sending Offensive messages through communication services etc
4. Dishonestly receiving stolen computer resource or communication device
5. Identity theft
6. Cheating by personation by using computer resource
7. Violation of privacy
8. Cyber terrorism
9. Publishing or transmitting information which is obscene in electronic form.
10. Publishing or transmitting material containing sexually explicit act etc in electronic form
11. Publishing or transmitting material depicting children in sexually explicit act etc in
electronic form
12. Misrepresentation
13. Breach of confidentiality and privacy
14. Disclosure of Information in breach of lawful contract
15. Publishing Electronic Signature Certificate false in certain particulars
The sections, in which the imprisonment term is upto three years are bailable. Offences under
sections 66F, 67(second conviction), 67A, 67B, 69,69A, and 70 are non-bailable.
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List of offences and the corresponding penalties:
Section
65

66

66B

66C

66D

66E

66F

67

Offence

Description

Tampering with If a person knowingly or intentionally
computer source conceals, destroys or alters or
documents
intentionally or knowingly causes
another to conceal, destroy or alter
any computer source code used for a
computer, computer programme,
computer system or computer
network, when the computer source
code is required to be kept or
maintained by law for the time being
in force.
Hacking
with If a person with the intent to cause or
computer system knowing that he is likely to cause
wrongful loss or damage to the public
or any person destroys or deletes or
alters any information residing in a
computer resource or diminishes its
value or utility or affects it injuriously
by any means, commits hack.
Receiving stolen A person receives or retains a
computer
or computer resource or communication
communication
device which is known to be stolen or
device
the person has reason to believe is
stolen.
Using password A person fraudulently uses the
of another person password, digital signature or other
unique identification of another
person.
Cheating using If a person cheats someone using a
computer
computer resource or communication.
resource

Penalty
Imprisonment up to
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
200,000

Imprisonment upto
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
500,000

Imprisonment up to
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
100,000
Imprisonment up to
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
100,000
Imprisonment up to
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
100,000
Imprison ment up to
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
200,000
Imprisonment up to
life.

Publishing
If a person captures, transmits or
private images of publishes images of a person's private
others
parts without his/her consent or
knowledge.
Acts of cyber
If a person denies access to an
terrorism
authorised personnel to a computer
resource, accesses a protected system
or introduces contaminant into a
system, with the intention of
threatening the unity, integrity,
sovereignty or security of India, then
he commits cyber terrorism.
Publishing
If a person publishes or transmits or Imprisonment up to
information
causes to be published in the five years, or/and
which is obscene electronic
with fine up to
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in
form.

67A

67B

electronic form, any material which is lascivious
or appeals to the prurient interest or if
its effect is such as to tend to deprave
and corrupt persons who are likely,
having regard to all relevant
circumstances, to read, see or hear the
matter contained or embodied in it.
Publishing
If a person publishes or transmits
images
images containing a sexual explicit
containing sexual act or conduct.
acts
Publishing child If a person captures, publishes or
porn or predating transmits images of a child in a
children online
sexually explicit act or conduct. If a
person induces a child into a sexual
act. A child is defined as anyone
under 18.

67C

Failure
to
maintain records

68

Failure/refusal to
comply
with
orders

69

Failure/refusal to
decrypt data

Rs.1,000,000

Imprisonment up to
seven years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
1,000,000
Imprisonment up to
five years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
1,000,000 on first
conviction.
Imprisonment up to
seven years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
1,000,000 on second
conviction.
Persons deemed as intermediary Imprisonment up to
(such as an ISP) must maintain three years, or/and
required records for stipulated time. with fine.
Failure is an offence.
The Controller may, by order, direct a Imprisonment up to
Certifying Authority or any employee three years, or/and
of such Authority to take such with fine
measures or cease carrying on such
activities as specified in the order if
those are necessary to ensure
compliance with the provisions of
this Act, rules or any regulations
made thereunder.
Any person who fails to comply with
any such order shall be guilty of an
offence.
If the Controller is satisfied that it is Imprisonment up to
necessary or expedient so to do in the seven years and
interest of the sovereignty or integrity possible fine.
of India, the security of the State,
friendly relations with foreign Stales
or public order or for preventing
incitement to the commission of any
cognizable offence, for reasons to be
recorded in writing, by order, direct
any agency of the Government to
intercept any information transmitted
through any computer resource. The
subscriber or any person in charge of
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70

Securing access
or attempting to
secure access to a
protected system

71

Misrepresentation

the computer resource shall, when
called upon by any agency which has
been directed, must extend all
facilities and technical assistance to
decrypt
the
information.
The
subscriber or any person who fails to
assist the agency referred is deemed
to have committed a crime.
The appropriate Government may, by
notification in the Official Gazette,
declare that any computer, computer
system or computer network to be a
protected system.
The appropriate Government may, by
order in writing, authorise the persons
who are authorised to access
protected systems. If a person who
secures access or attempts to secure
access to a protected system, then he
is committing an offence.
If
anyone
makes
any
misrepresentation to, or suppresses
any material fact from, the Controller
or the Certifying Authority for
obtaining any license or Digital
Signature Certificate.

Imprisonment up to
ten years, or/and with
fine.

Imprison ment up to
three years, or/and
with fine up to Rs.
100,000

Common Cyber-crime and Applicability of Legal Sections of IT Act, 2000
 Harassment via fake public profile on social networking site
A fake profile of a person is created on a social networking site with the
correct address, residential information or contact details but he/she is labelled
as ‗prostitute‘ or a person of ‗loose character‘. This leads to harassment of the
victim
Applicable Provision: Sections 66A, 67 of IT Act and Section 509 of the Indian
Penal Code.
 Online Hate Community
Online hate community is created inciting a religious group to act or pass
objectionable remarks against a country, national figures etc.
Applicable Provision: Section 66A of IT Act and 153A & 153B of the Indian
Penal Code.
 Email Account Hacking
If victim‘s email account is hacked and obscene emails are sent to people in
victim‘s address book
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Applicable Provision: Sections 43, 66, 66A, 66C, 67, 67A and 67B of IT
Act.

Credit Card Fraud
Unsuspecting victims would use infected computers to make online
transactions.
Applicable Provision: Sections 43, 66, 66C, 66D of IT Act and section 420 of
the IPC.

Web Defacement
The homepage of a website is replaced with a pornographic or defamatory
page. Government sites generally face the wrath of hackers on symbolic days.
Applicable Provision: Sections 43 and 66 of IT Act and Sections 66F, 67 and
70 of IT Act also apply in some cases.

Introducing Viruses, Worms, Backdoors, Rootkits, Trojans, Bugs
All of the above are some sort of malicious programs which are used to destroy
or gain access to some electronic information.
Applicable Provision: Sections 43, 66, 66A of IT Act and Section 426 of
Indian Penal Code.

Cyber Terrorism
Many terrorists are use virtual (GDrive, FTP sites) and physical storage media
(USB‘s, hard drives) for hiding information and records of their illicit business.
Applicable Provision: Conventional terrorism laws may apply along with
Section 69 of IT Act.

Online sale of illegal Articles
Where sale of narcotics, drugs weapons and wildlife is facilitated by the
Internet
Applicable Provision: Generally conventional laws apply in these cases.

Cyber Pornography
Among the largest businesses on Internet. Pornography may not be illegal in
many countries, but child pornography is.
Applicable Provision: Sections 67, 67A and 67B of the IT Act.

Phishing and Email Scams
Phishing involves fraudulently acquiring sensitive information through
masquerading a site as a trusted entity. (E.g. Passwords, credit card
information)
Applicable Provision: Section 66, 66A and 66D of IT Act and Section 420 of
IPC

Theft of Confidential Information
Many business organizations store their confidential information in computer
systems. This information is targeted by rivals, criminals and disgruntled
employees.
Applicable Provision: Sections 43, 66, 66B of IT Act and Section 426 of Indian
Penal Code.
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 Source Code Theft
A Source code generally is the most coveted and important ―crown jewel‖
asset of a company.
Applicable Provision: Sections 43, 66, 66B of IT Act and Section 63 of Copyright
Act.
 Online Share Trading Fraud
It has become mandatory for investors to have their demat accounts linked with
their online banking accounts which are generally accessed unauthorized,
thereby leading to share trading frauds.
Applicable Provision: Sections 43, 66, 66C, 66D of IT Act and Section 420 of IPC
Source: http://niiconsulting.com/checkmate/2014/06/it-act2000-penalties-offences-with- casestudies/

3.6

Intermediaries

Information Technology based communication role of Intermediaries is crucial in exchange of
content online. The Information Technology Act, 2000 defines Intermediaries as: ―with
respect to any particular electronic records, any person who on behalf of another person
receives, stores or transmits that record or provides any service with respect to that record and
includes telecom service providers, network service providers, internet service providers, web
hosting service providers, search engines, online payment sites, online-auction sites, online
market places and cyber cafes‖
In simple terms, any person (other than the originator and the recipient) who performs any of
the functions - with respect to electronic messages including receiving, storing, transmitting –
can be considered as an intermediary. Before the amendment to the Act in 2008, the
Intermediaries were liable for their user content. According to Section 79
(1)
of the Act an intermediary cannot be liable for any third party information, data, or
communication link made available or hosted by him, provided:
a)
the function of the intermediary is limited to providing access to a communication
system over which information made available by third parties is transmitted or temporarily
stored or hosted; or
i)
the intermediary does not
ii)
initiate the transmission,
iii)
select the receiver of the transmission, and
b)
select or modify the information contained in the transmission
c)
the intermediary observes due diligence while discharging his duties under this Act and
also observes such other guidelines as the Central Government may prescribe in this regard.
Though the Section 79 (1) provides immunity to the intermediaries, they can be held liable
under Section 79 (3) if:
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a)
the intermediary has conspired or abetted or aided or induced whether by threats or
promise or otherwise in the commission of the unlawful act;
b)
upon receiving actual knowledge, or on being notified by the appropriate Government
or its agency that any information, data or communication link residing in or connected to a
computer resource controlled by the intermediary is being used to commit the unlawful act, the
intermediary fails to expeditiously remove or disable access to that material on that resource
without vitiating the evidence in any manner.
Besides this, the Intermediaries are also liable, under the Act, in following circumstances:
(a)
Failure to implement and maintain reasonable security practices and procedures under
Section 43A.
(b)
Failure in preservation and retention of information by intermediaries as per Section
67C
(c)
Failure to comply with the directions for interception or monitoring or decryption of
any information through any computer resource as per Section 69
1. (d Failure to comply with the directions for blocking for public access of any information
through any computer resource according to ) Section 69A.
(d)
Not complying with the directions to monitor and collect traffic data or information
through any computer resource for cyber security under Section 69B.
(e)
Non-compliance of the direction of CERT-In in the area of cyber security under
Section 70B, and
(f)
disclosure of information in breach of lawful contract as per Section 72A

3.7

Section 66A

A major amendment to the Information Technology Act, 2000 was made in 2008 and it
introduced the Section 66A which penalized sending of "offensive messages". Since then this
section has been under severe criticism. The Section 66A Says:
"Any person who sends, by means of a computer resource or a communication device,—
a)
any information that is grossly offensive or has menacing character; or
b)
any information which he knows to be false, but for the purpose of causing annoyance,
inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred or ill
will, persistently by making use of such computer resource or a communication device,
c)
any electronic mail or electronic mail message for the purpose of causing annoyance or
inconvenience or to deceive or to mislead the addressee or recipient about the origin of such
messages,
shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years and with
fine."
The major criticism against the Section was that it curtails the freedom of speech. The framing
of the section in vague words allowed law enforcement authorities to interpret it in a subjective
manner.
Taking advantage of the vague language, the police used this section to arrest various people
who posted content on social media, especially against politicians. This attracted public outrage
and several appeals were made in the Supreme Court.
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In November 2012, a Delhi-based law student, Shreya Singhal, filed a Public Interest Litigation
(PIL) in the Supreme Court of India, arguing that the Section 66A was vaguely phrased, as
result it violated Article 14, 19 (1)(a) and Article 21 of the Constitution. (Article 14 says that
State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws
within the territory of India. Article 19 (1)(a)
grants freedom of speech and expression to
Indian citizens. Article 21 of the Constitution of India, 1950 provides that, ―No person shall be
deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.‖
Similar cases were also filed by others in the Supreme Court.
The main arguments put forth by the petitioners in the writ petitions challenging section 66A
are as highlighted below:
i) Section 66A violates the fundamental right to freedom of speech and expression guaranteed
under Article 19(1)(a) and is not saved by Article19(2);
ii)Section 66A suffers from the vice of vagueness and has a chilling effect on the freedom of
speech and expression;
iii)Section 66A violates right to equality as granted under article 14 of the Constitution;
iv)Section 69A and the rules framed under it are unconstitutional for not providing for the
procedural safeguards;
Hearing the PIL on 24 March 2015, the Supreme Court of India gave the verdict that Section
66A is unconstitutional in entirety. The court observed that Section 66A uses completely open
ended, undefined and vague language. "It is clear that Section 66A arbitrarily, excessively and
disproportionately invades the right of free speech and upsets the balance between such right
and the reasonable restrictions that may be imposed on such right, said the judgement.

3.8

Summary

The Information Technology Act, 2000, based upon United Nations Model Law on Electronic
Commerce 1996 provides legal framework to e-ecommerce in India. It is the primary law to
deal with cybercrime and e-governance and information technology based communication,
which has become integral part of our society. After enactment of the Act, information is not
denied legal effect, validity or enforceability, solely on the ground that it is in the form of
electronic records.
The Act was amended in 2008 and is applicable to entire India; Persons of other nationalities
can also be indicted under the law, if the crime involves a computer or network located in India.
It gives legal validity to electronic records and electronic signatures. The formation of
Controller of Certifying Authorities has been directed by the Act to regulate issuing of
electronic signatures.
The law has laid down procedure and prescribed penalties to deal with cyber contraventions
and cybercrimes. It also established a Cyber Appellate Tribunal to resolve disputes arising from
this new law.
The act also empowers government information is not denied legal effect, validity or
enforceability, solely on the ground that it is in the form of electronic records, facilitating egovernance. The Act also addresses issues of security, which are so important in electronic
transactions.
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3.9

Check Your Progress:

1)
2)

What are the objectives of Information Technology Act, 2000?
Mention the list of cybercrimes given in The Information Technology Act, 2000.
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4.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES
This unit aims to familiarize the learners with the ethical issues concerning user of
social media. This unit will help the learners to get an insight into ethics and its
importance in social media use. On completion of this unit, the learners will have
understanding about:
 Ethical Issues in Social Media
 Ethical Practices while using social media
4.2 INTRODUCTION
Ethics, as given in Oxford Dictionary, is ‘the moral principles that govern a person's
behaviour or how an activity is conducted’. The word is derived from the Greek word
‘ethos’ meaning 'habit, custom'. Ethics helps in resolving questions of human morality
by describing the concepts of good and evil, right and wrong, virtue and vice, justice
and crime etc. It is a system of moral principles that helps people to make decisions.
Social Media has emerged a great way to interaction for people from all walks of life. It
has given opportunity to everyone for expressing their voice freely. As we discussed in
previous units, with growing popularity, various social media platforms generate huge
data and information available in public platform. With so many people and
organizations using social media for communication and information exchange there are
both positive and negative side. Hence there is a need for ethics, like the real world, for
social media. This can make social media use and experience safer and pleasant for
everyone. Let’s discuss some of the important ethical issues concerning social media
that are helpful to maintain dignity, respect and privacy of social media users.
4.3 ETHICS & ITS IMPORTANCE IN SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media has emerged as an important platform for communication in today’s
societies. It has changed the way
people were communicating. With
social media, people have become both
producer and consumer of information
at the same time. Since social media
has become an important part of the
society, it also requires ethical
practices for social good. Here are
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some reasons why we require ethics in social media use.
 One can share any information instantly on real time basis. Information can
spread very fast in online media, even before it is telecast in the electronic media
like TV or Radio. The conveniences and advantages offered by social have
potential for several negative uses that may harm others in online as well as real
world.
 Since social media is free for all, there is no check on positive or negative
Information. Information shared on social media can also be true or false.
Credibility and validity of the information shared on social media is always a
concern. Social media users can be victim of ‘false news’.
 Social media allows anonymity to users. One can hide behind false names and
cause harm to others without the risk to be held accountable.
 While using social media users share huge information, including message,
photo, video etc. All personal and public information is processed through third
party, which owns social media platform. There are also spammers, hackers and
other online criminals who are in search of suitable opportunity to get access to
user's private information. Threats like Online stalking and cyberbullying have
become easier with social media. So Social Media can also pose various privacy
risks.
 One of the important features of social media is freedom from social control and
moral requirements. It has several benefits. But some people can use social
media to do something that in real life they would never dare.
 Imprudent, ill-informed or unethical information sharing practices is always an
issue in social media use.
Like real world, there are several social actors, including individuals and organisations,
in social media. They are involved in sets of dyadic ties, and other social interactions.
Like real world, ethics is also important in virtual world or social media.

Six Ways Social Media Has Become a Direct Threat to
Democracy
Pierre Omidyar, a technologist and founder of eBay outlines important concerns about
influence of social media on democracy. In an article, based on research by Omidyar
Network and published in the Washington Post, he identifies six key areas where
social media has become a direct threat to democratic ideals:
1. Echo chambers, polarisation and hyper-partisanship: In many ways, the
design of certain social media platforms mirrors the growing volume of
partisan media in traditional channels. As they increasingly become a primary
distribution channel, social media platforms create bubbles of one-sided
information and opinions, perpetuating biased views and diminishing
opportunities for healthy discourse.
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2. Spread of false or misleading information: Viral disinformation or
misinformation, commonly dubbed “fake news”, runs rampant across social
media channels, disseminated by both state and private actors. These false and
distorted pieces of information can intensify divisiveness and make it difficult
for people to trust both what they read as well as the people and institutions
they are reading about.
3. Conflation of popularity with legitimacy: The idea that likes or retweets can
be used to measure validity or mass support for a person, message or
organisation creates a distorted system of evaluating information and provides
a false pulse on the popularity of certain views. This is compounded by how
challenging it is to distinguish legitimately expressed opinions from those
generated by trolls and bots.
4. Political manipulation: Such trolls and bots, disguised as ordinary citizens,
have become a weapon of choice for governments and political leaders to
shape online conversations. Governments in Turkey, China, Israel, Russia and
the United Kingdom are known to have deployed thousands of hired social
media operatives who run multiple accounts to shift or control public opinion.
5. Manipulation, micro-targeting and behaviour change: Advertisers and their
sophisticated targeting mechanisms drive the attention economy. Not all of
these messages look like ads or are visible to anyone outside the target
population, as was the case with Facebook’s recent admissions surrounding
Russian-sponsored ads purchased during the US election. This model further
widens the gap between publishers and journalists and erodes the revenue and
sustainability of traditional news organisations charged with holding the
powerful accountable.
6. Intolerance, exclusion and hate speech: Various policies and features
of these platforms can amplify hate speech, terrorist appeals, and racial
and sexual harassment. These environments can deter those targeted by
hate speech from engaging in the conversation.
Source:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theworldpost/wp/2017/10/09/pierreomidyar-6-ways-social-media-has-become-a-direct-threat-todemocracy/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.ad6434a43531
4.4 ETHICAL ISSUES ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Opportunity for unrestricted communications through social media has significant
benefits for the society. However, at the same there are several ethical issues, which
needs to be taken into deep caution and consideration while using social media. Lets
discuss some these ethical issues:
a) Privacy
Privacy is an imporatnt concern while social media platforms. some of the important
privacy issues concerning social media sites include availability of users’ data to third
parties for the purposes of advertisign and marketing; the ability of third-party
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applications to gather and publish user data without user’s permission or awareness;
the potential misuse of location-tagging for stalking; the sharing of user information
with government entities; use of social media activity and preference data for targeted
advertising and hacking of social media account and identity thefts. Invasion of
privacy on social media can happen anywhere in social media through intrusion,
misuse of information, interception of information, and information matching.
Unfortunately, users pay little attentiion to privacy issues.
b) Free speech
Social media is agreat tool for Freedom of speech. Everyone can express their views
without any restiction. In fact, social media has given opporutnity to many raise voice
their opinion. this has a negative side too. some people take advantage of this and
spread negative messages and hatred. there are some instances in which people, taking
advantage of free speech in social media, dissiminiate inacurate information, that can
harm reputation of other users. this feature of social media can also be maniputaed to
incite discrimination, hostility and violence, which can cause serious consequences in
the real world.
c) Spamming
Social media can also be used to send irrelevant or unsolicited messages to users
without the interest and consent of the users. Social media can be used to gather
information users and target the users with unsolicited messages. These spam
messages can contain simple marketing or promotional information or malicious links
created with the intent to harm, mislead or damage a user or their device.
d) Anonymity & Distortion
Social Media has no mechanism to validate the authenticity of users and their
activities on its platform. Users can do any activity on social media without disclosing
their identity. Many users give false or distorted information about themselves, which
creates a significant difference in their real life and social media identity. They make
dishonest claim about themselves like wrong affiliations, credentials or expertise on
social media. Some users, especially business organisations hire or create anonymous
users to generate favourable comments or fabricated positive stories about their
product or brands. There is not fair means to validate such activities on social media.
The question arises; how one trust can people through social media sites when it is so
easy for them to conceal their identity.

Kotak Mahindra Bank sacks employee after his
irresponsible Facebook post on Kathua
gangrape victim
Thiruvananthapuram, April 13, 2018
The horrific Kathua rape case has hit the online ratings of Kotak Mahindra
Bank due to anger in the state of Kerala.
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What angered people was a post by Kotak Mahindra Bank assistant manager named
Vishnu Nandakumar who posted derogatory remarks about the 8-year-old victim of
the Kathua gangrape in Kashmir.
'It was good that she died today or else tomorrow she would have returned as bomb
against India,' the post read.
Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd in their response to our query have said that they
expelled Mr Nandakumar on 11th of April for poor performance.
But bank sources have also hinted that he was expelled over the remarks.
Earlier, the irresponsible remarks about the horrific incident immediately drew ire
of the Facebook users as Vishnu Nandakumar was at the receiving end of threats
and abuse. His profile was soon deactivated.
Angry users then turned to the official Facebook page of Kotak Mahindra Bank and
started awarding 1 star rating to the bank which resulted in a sharp fall in the bank's
overall ratings from 4.3 stars out of five to just 1.4
On Friday, the option to award ratings disappeared from Kotak Mahindra's
Facebook page. But people continued to vent their anger by posting on the Bank's
page.
A post on the page has now crossed over three thousand reactions. The users also
took to the comments option using the hashtag #dismissyourmanager.
Many had even threatened to discontinue their accounts with Kotak Mani unless
Vishnu Nandakumar was removed from the post.
Source: https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/kotak-mahindra-bank-sacks-employeeafter-his-irresponsible-facebook-post-on-kathua-gangrape-victim-1211705-2018-0413
4.5 PRINCIPLES OF ETHICAL SOCIAL MEDIA USE
1. Social Media is a Public Platform.
Anything a user posts on social media can go public, even if it is posted with stringent
privacy settings. The privacy on social media is just a perceived privacy as it is routed
through third party server / storage. The user has hardly any control over this. Even if,
a user posts something and then delete it, it can also to public. For example, you share
something with privacy setting that it will be visible to your friend. There is enough
possibility that the account of your friend can be hacked and your posting can be
spread as a screenshot. The server of the social media platform may leak the posting
accidentally or due to some technical fault. There are also many other possibilities that
make you social media postings go public, without consent of the users.
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2. Information on Social Media is always not Trustworthy
Most of us must have come across the social
media message that ‘Our National Anthem
Fake news, or hoax news, are the news
Jana Gana Mana … is now declared as best
with false information or propaganda.
anthem of the world by UNESCO’ or
There are three elements to fake news;
something like this. Many people also
‘Mistrust, misinformation and
believed this to be true. However, when a
manipulation’. It is published mostly in
leading media organisation asked UNESCO
social media and looks like authentic
clarify this, the UN organisation replied, “We
news from reputed news
are aware of several blogs in India reporting
organisations. Usually, Fake news is
this story, but can assure you that UNESCO
created, published and circulated to
has made no such announcement concerning
influence people’s views, push a
the anthem of India or any country”. So not
political agenda, cause confusion,
everything we see over the social media is
damage someone’s reputation or gain
true. Since the social media gives freedom of
financially or politically.
expression to all, anyone can post anything.
There many misleading and inaccurate
information spreading in various social media platforms. While using information
from social media, it is the responsibility of the users to check the authenticity of the
information, before using for any purpose.
3. Everything on Social Media can be assumed to be copyrighted
Because of easy availability of such contents, the users are tempted to reuse such
information for their personal and other purposes without informing or obtaining
consent from the content creator. Even people download and share such information
without any authorisation. There are instances in which a user downloads music from
channel of the music rights owner and uploads this in his/her own YouTube channel.
This gives an impression as if the music right is owned by the user. Many people do it
without about its possible ethical or legal consequences. But in reality all the
information, data or media type available on social media platforms is not completely
free. There are copyrights violation issues with legal implications. For copyrighted
materials, it is important to get the permission of the copyrights owner before using
information on social media. Also it is important to get consent before using material
from people’s pages to respect privacy of people.
4. Treat others as you would like to be treated
Known as ‘golden rule’ or ethics of reciprocity, this is an important ethical norm of
using social media. As per the principle, a user on social media should treat other users
as he/she would like other users to treat him/her. Social media users should not treat
others in the way they wouldn’t like to be treated. For example, there are many things
on social media, like sharing or using a personal photo, which a user may not like.
There are chances that such behaviour or activity may also disliked by other users.
Hence users must refrain from activities on social media that they don’t such as
malicious, offensive, misleading or unfair content.
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5. The user is responsible for anything posted on his/her social media profile /
account
Users are answerable for anything posted on the social media account or profile owned
by them. It is obvious that anything posted by a user on his/her social media
profile/account is the responsibility of the user. If anything bad is posted by him/her,
the user will be blamed. However, the user is also responsible for posting by other
users on his/her social media profile/account. For example, if some misleading or false
information is posted on a user’s social media profile by another user, then the user
who owns the profile is responsible. In such situation, the user who owns the profile
need to takedown the post or ask the other user (who posted such information) to take
it down. Alternatively, the user can make a corrective statement or clarification.
Otherwise, this can send misleading messages to others. Social Media users need to
monitor their social media profile/account regularly.
6. Social Media also follows traditional Ethics Rules
Common sense we use in our day to day life also applies to our activities through
social media. Users should act the same way on social media as they would in person.
Posting anything that may embarrass them personally or professionally should be
avoided. They should not also post anything that can affect the reputation of the
organisation, or country or society to which they belong. Traditional ethical practices
in our social behaviour are not different from what we should practice on social media.
A hate message on social media will be considered with the same negativity as a hate
speech in our normal social life.
These are as some simple principles needs to be followed, while using social media.
The factor is respecting other users, their privacy and intellectual property rights.
People use social media to build relationship and share information. Ethical usage of
social media can help in building better relationship with credibility and respect.
4.6 ETHICAL USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
With rise of Social Media in our day to day, there is also a greater need for ethical and
responsible use of this tool. Various organisations have developed their own set of
rules or guidelines to be followed by people associated with them. Given below are
some thumb rules, based on ethical considerations for social media users.
• All Social Media users should be considerate and respectful to other users’
privacy, dignity and rights to express opinion.
• Golden Rule should be always followed. User should respect others and be cordial
to get respect from others.
• On social media anything posted or published can be visible to anyone, anywhere
at any time. It is important to exercise good judgement before posting anything on
social media.
• It is better to check grammar, spelling or translation before posting or updating
status.
• Publishing, posting or submitting any Material that violates the copyright of
another person or infringes others intellectual property rights should be avoided. It
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•
•
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•
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•
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can be assumed that all content/information available on social media is copyright
protected.
Personal and Professional life on social media should be separated. Personal views
should be distinguished from official/organisational view
Personal and Confidential Information should never be shared on social media.
Sharing location and private/personal plans can be unsafe.
Personal information of other users without authorisation of the person concerned
should not be posted / published.
Material containing vulgar, obscene or indecent language or images should not be
posted by the users.
Users should refrain from posting defamatory or abusive or discriminatory
materials / information or postings that can defame abuse or threaten others.
Hateful or offensive comments or messages that can hurt religious sentiments
should not be published / posted on social media.
Only accurate and truthful information should be posted or published. The users
should desist from posting/sharing false information or fake news. All content
posted on social media should be authenticated with proper verification, especially
while forwarding.
Honesty is the best policy. Incorrect information must be corrected as soon as
possible. If required an apology given.
Photographs and pictures of someone else should not be posted without permission.
Information, data, or communications which are proprietary to the organisation
with which the user is associated or its stakeholders should not be disclosed on
social media, without due authorisation.
Posting or publishing malicious, misleading or unfair content about any user,
organisation, colleagues, competitors, clients or other stakeholders must be avoided
Apps or Play games that Send Automatic Posts or Requests to people should not be
used.
Use of ALL CAPS should be avoided as it is a form of internet shouting.
The users should not post anything when they are angry or emotional. In such
scenarios the users are more prone to do mistakes. Social media is not the right
platform to vent angers.
Carefully accept friendship or connection request and also be careful while
following someone. Befriending or connecting with stranger is risky and need to be
avoided.
It is important to be gender sensitive while using social media. Users must refrain
from posting Misogynist/ Misandric messages/materials
Photographs and posts in which he/she is tagged in should be reviewed. If the
photographs or posts do not presents the user in a positive light, un-tag feature
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should be used. Also it is better not to tag someone in a humiliating or negative
post.
• ‘Like’ing a update (on facebook) that announces death or major illness/injury or
any negative incident is indecent.
• The users should be responsible and responsive in their social media activities.
• It is important to conduct periodic review of personal social media profile. If
required friendship list or connections can be deleted/removed.
Marketing professor and researcher Keith A. Quesenberry in an article advises to
consider the following questions before you post or comment in a personal
capacity:
1. Is it all about me? No one likes someone who only talks about themselves. The
same applies in social media. Balance boasting with complimenting.
2. Am I stalking someone? It is good to be driven and persistent but be careful not
to cross the line into creepy. Don’t be too aggressive in outreach.
3. Am I spamming them? Not everything or even the majority of what you post
should ask for something. Don’t make everything self-serving.
4. Am I venting or ranting? Venting and ranting may feel good, but research
says it doesn’t help and no matter how justified you feel, it never presents you
in a positive light. Do not post negative comments or gossip.
5. Did I ask before I tagged? You had a great time and want to share those
memories, but your friends, family or employer may have different standards.
Check before you tag people in posts.
6. Did I read before commenting or sharing? Don’t make yourself look foolish
by not fully reviewing something you are commenting on or sharing with
others. Don’t jump to conclusions.
7. Am I grateful and respectful? Don’t take people for granted. Respond and
thank those who engage with you.
8. Is this the right medium for the message? Not everything should be said in
social media. Consider the feelings of the other person. Some messages should
be given in person, by phone or email.
9. Am I logged into the right account? There are too many corporate examples
of embarrassing posts meant for personal jokes that went out on official brand
accounts. Always double check which account you are on. Don’t post personal
information on brand accounts.

(Source: http://www.postcontrolmarketing.com/social-media-etiquette-ethics-a-guidefor-personal-professional-brand-use/)
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10 Facebook Etiquette Rules
British etiquette expert Jo Bryant gives 10 Etiquette Rules for Facebook users for
socialising on facebook without offending others or regretting their actions. This can
also apply to other social media platforms. Here are the rules:
(i) Think before you post: Every post should be considered carefully. A status
update that is inappropriate, rude, embarrassing or offensive may haunt you
forever.
(ii) Protect your online persona: Privacy settings should be watertight. A potential
new boss may think twice if photos of your Saturday-night antics are just a
Google-search away.
(iii) Respect other people: Think before you post or tag others in embarrassing
photographs; they may be uncomfortable with it. Never gossip about other
people on your timeline.
(iv) Unfriend with caution: Your timeline may be clogged with updates from littleknown “friends” but it’s best to cleanse by muting rather than risk offending by
unfriending.
(v) Socialize when sober: Drunken rants, impulsive messaging, heartbroken
outpourings — social networking after a glass too many is prone to both
ridicule and regret.
(vi) Cover your tracks: Be cautious of check-ins if you have fibbed to friends or
colleagues about your plans; similarly be careful of tagging others and
revealing their whereabouts.
(vii) Status-change with certainty: Only update your relationship status when you
are 100 percent sure of the union/split/reunion. Changing it back would cause
even more gossip.
(viii) Save the bad stuff: The public nature of Facebook makes it unsuitable for
conveying sensitive or bad news. If it’s important, take the time to telephone or
meet face-to-face instead.
(ix) Keep it private: When contacting people directly, avoid posting onto
someone’s wall. Keep the conversation between the two of you and send a
private message instead.
(x) Do I even know you? Remember, you don’t know all your Facebook friends
that well, so avoid over-sharing or posting intimate information. And never
friend strangers: it’s always weird.
As published in https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jo-bryant/10-facebook-etiquetterul_b_9425740.html
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4.7 JOURNALISTS’ ETHICAL USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media plays an important role in journalism. It is an essential tool for
newsgathering across the globe. Journalists use these platforms to collect information
and news organisations use these to reach more people / audience. However,
Journalists being gatekeepers of information need to be more responsible and careful
while using social media, in both their personal and professional capacity.
Almost all major news agencies of the world like Associated Press, Agence FrancePresse (AFP), Reuters, Washington Times and the British Broadcasting Corporation
have detailed social media policies or guidelines for their journalists. India News
organizations like The Times of India and Hindu have also laid down separate social
media guidelines for the journalists working with them. Use of common sense, good
judgment, accuracy, privacy and confidentiality of source are some key features in
most of the guidelines.
Discouraging instant sharing of the information or news, Washington Post in its
guidelines writes, “With the advent of new digital media, our readers expect news and
information to be delivered immediately and accurately. In some cases - especially in
blogs or tweets filed by Post journalists during live news events - items may therefore
be posted without prior editing." According to the social media guidelines by the
leading news organsiation the Reuters, "Social networks encourage fast, constant, brief
communications; journalism calls for communication preceded by fact-finding and
thoughtful consideration. Journalism has many "unsend" buttons, including editors.
Social networks have none. Everything we say online can be used against us in a court
of law, in the minds of subjects and sources and by people who for reasons of their
own may want to cast us in a negative light. While, obviously, we cannot control what
others may post on our accounts, we must maintain constant awareness when posting
to Facebook, Twitter and other online fora that we are flying without a net, and that an
indiscretion lasts forever. At all costs, we must avoid flame wars, incendiary rhetoric
and loose talk," say the Reuters guidelines.
Most of the news organizations stress on truth and accuracy in their social media
policies/guidelines. Most of the news organisaitons stress on truth and accuracy in
their social media policies/guildelines. The Guidelines for Social Media and Blogging
by Radio Television Digital News Association says, "Information gleaned online
should be confirmed just as you must confirm scanner traffic or phone tips before
reporting them. If you cannot independently confirm critical information, reveal your
sources; tell the public how you know what you know and what you cannot confirm.
Don’t stop there. Keep seeking confirmation. This guideline is the same for covering
breaking news on station websites as on the air. You should not leave the public
“hanging.” Lead the public to completeness and understanding”. “It can be difficult to
verify the identity of sources found on social networks. Sources discovered there
should be vetted in the same way as those found by any other means,” as per the
Social Media Guidelines for Associated Press Employees.
Journalists should be transparent while using social media platforms. “Be transparent.
If you tweeted an error or something inappropriate and wish to delete the tweet, be
sure to quickly acknowledge the deletion in a subsequent tweet. Please consult our
social media corrections policy for guidance,” according to the guidelines for our
journalists’ use of social media by The New York Times. AFP’s Guidelines for Social
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Media writes, “Mistakes happen in tweets and social media postings. As soon as you
realise you’ve published something incorrect, send out another posting on the same
platform that describes the mistake and contains the correct information. Do not delete
a tweet or posting without first sending a corrected version”.
Here are some important recommendations for journalist’s use of social media.
 Journalists should not misrepresent themselves. It is always better to
identify themselves as journalist.
 Journalists should not post anything that reflects political, racial, sexist,
religious or other bias or favouritism.
 Journalists should be careful while joining, following or befriending any
person or organization or group on social media. If it is necessary to join,
the journalists should be careful about the information they post in the
group.
 Journalists should refrain from posting or sharing inappropriate content
including nudity or sexualized content.
 Journalists, while gathering information from social media, should be fair
and honest. Any information gathered through social media should be
verified and authenticated.
 Authenticity of people and organisation on social media should also be
verified before attributing them or using information from them.
 Information gathered from social media should follow same attribution
principles like that gathered from offline sources
 Social media is only one of the tools for gathering information and cannot
replace other methods like face-to-face interviews.
 Privacy of sources or persons should not be compromised at any cost. If
material from a social media user’s profile or page need to be sued, the
journalist should get his/her consent.
 Journalists should be careful about copyright infringement issues, while
using Photos, Videos and other media elements. It is always prudent to
credit the rights owners.
 Confidential or proprietary information should not be disclosed on social
media platforms.
 If something is posted mistakenly or erroneously is done, the journalists
should correct the mistake immediately.
 If a journalist is criticised or questions on his/her social media post,
he/she should be thoughtful while responding. If the criticism is
aggressive or impolite, it is better not to respond.
 Before using photo or video available on social media, it is necessary to
crosscheck whether the image or visual is manipulated or not. Sometimes,
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old video can be posted as if it is news. Photo from one location can be
posted as being from some other locations. It can also be a copyrighted
material of some other user.
Journalists should always treat other users on social media with respect.
Journalists should interact and respond to other users on social media.
Policies and Terms of use for each social media platform should be
respected.
Traditional ethical principles / rules are not changed while using social
media.

Guidelines for Reporting From the Internet and
Using Social Media by Reuters
We are committed to aggressive journalism in all its forms, including in the field of
computer-assisted reporting, but we draw the line at illegal behaviour. Internet reporting
is nothing more than applying the principles of sound journalism to the sometimes
unusual situations thrown up in the virtual world. The same standards of sourcing,
identification and verification apply. Apply the same precautions online that you would
use in other forms of newsgathering and do not use anything from the Internet that is not
sourced in such a way that you can verify where it came from.
No falsehoods
Reporters must never misrepresent themselves, including in chat rooms and other online
discussion forums. They do not "pick locks" in pursuit of information, nor do they
otherwise obtain information illegally. Discovering information publicly available on
the web is fair game. Defeating passwords or other security methods is going too far.
Know your subject
Reporters should use aggressive Internet reporting techniques only when they are
familiar with the way an organisation releases news. Familiarity with an organisation's
past disclosure procedures can insulate us from all-too-common Internet spoofs. Please
capture, save and print a copy of a screenshot of the web page in question in order to
defend us against charges of printing nonexistent information. If you do not know how
to capture a screenshot, ask anyone with a technical bent to show you how. It is our best
protection against vanishing web sites. Be wary of "unusual" news discovered on a web
site. Do not treat this as "normal news" until the company or organisation confirms it or
at least has a chance to respond to what you have found. Escalate such situations to your
manager. Also keep in mind what we consider newsworthy. Personal information must
be relevant to a legitimate story for Reuters to publish it. Copyright laws, and libel laws,
apply to the Internet too.
Attribution
Headlines should be very clear when we have obtained information in unorthodox
settings. In stories, we also must make it clear high up how we gathered the information.
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Retain those facts high in the story as it plays out. The reader wants to know how we
obtained the information.
Fairness
The act of seeking confirmation of the news before publishing it can lead the
organisation to front-run our story and announce the information before we have a
chance to put our story out. This does not relieve us of the responsibility to give an
organisation a fair chance to comment. Please make it clear if the organisation is
unwilling to confirm the information.
Is It A Hoax?
Do a reality check. Does this information fit within the bounds of what was expected?
Any wild divergences are a clue you may be viewing information in the wrong context.
Using Social Media
We want to encourage you to use social media approaches in your journalism but we
also need to make sure that you are fully aware of the risks -- especially those that
threaten our hard-earned reputation for independence and freedom from bias or our
brand. The recommendations below offer general guidance with more detailed
suggestions for managing your resence on the most popular social networks. This is a
fast-changing world and you will need to exercise judgment in many areas. In framing
this advice we've borne in mind the following principles and encourage you to think
about them whenever using social media.
Social Media: Basic Principles
Social networks have been a great boon for the practice of journalism, on stories large
and small, and Reuters journalism has been the better for them. Not only have they
served as a conduit for primary- and crowd-sourced information, they have also given
us new ways to report -- finding stories and tipsters on Twitter, using LinkedIn to locate
sources, mining Facebook groups for angles and insights, and so on.
Social networks also raise important questions for us, especially when we are using
them to transmit rather than receive. The issues around what we can and cannot say
there are a subject of constant conversation among us, so as this is not our first word on
the subject, it will not be the last. The online world is as full of pitfalls as it was when
the Handbook was issued, but the issues are more familiar now, so it makes sense to
simplify the guidelines.
Our wish is for people to benefit safely from social networks, not to muzzle anyone.
Journalists are people too, with all the rights of citizens. If we want to tweet or post
about a school play, a film or a favorite recipe, we are free to do so. When dealing with
matters of public importance and actual or potential subjects of coverage, however,
Reuters journalists should be mindful of the impact their publicly expressed opinions
can have on their work and on Reuters. In our Twitter and Facebook profiles, for
example, we should identify ourselves as Reuters journalists and declare that we speak
for ourselves, not for Thomson Reuters.
When writing as Reuters journalists, whether for the file or online, we are guided 24
hours a day by the ethics of our organization as embodied in the Code of Conduct and
the Trust Principles, which require us to be responsible, fair and impartial. On the one
hand, these standards can be compromised whenever we “like” a post or adopt a
“badge” or “join” a cause, particularly when the subject is relevant or even tangential to
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our beat. On the other hand, it might be necessary to “like,” “join” or adopt a “badge” to
get the news. It should go without saying that no one may compel or pressure anyone to
friend them on Facebook, follow them on Twitter or engage in similar conduct on other
social media. One of the distinguishing features of Reuters is the trust invested in the
judgment of its journalists – and we will continue to look to our journalists to use their
common sense in dealing with these new challenges.
We expect our journalists to reach conclusions through reporting, but they must also
demonstrate the intellectual discipline to keep their conclusions susceptible to further
reporting, which requires a posture of open-mindedness and enlightened skepticism.
This is difficult to demonstrate in the social networks’ short forms and under the
pressure of thinking-writing-posting in real time. But maintaining this posture is
critical to our credibility and reputation as journalists. When in doubt about a post,
tweet or other action on social networks, we must enlist a second pair of eyes, even at
the cost of some delay.
On matters dealing with Thomson Reuters, we must observe our existing obligations
of confidentiality and the obvious boundaries of discretion—for example, refraining
from the disclosure of inside information, confidential personnel matters, sensitive
information from internal meetings (all of which are to be considered “off the
record”). But nothing in this paragraph or in this policy should be interpreted as
inhibiting the exchange of ideas about matters that deal with our common welfare. Nor
is there any prohibition on using social media for speech protected by the National
Labor Relations Act, such as candidly discussing wages, hours and working
conditions.
The tension is clear: Social networks encourage fast, constant, brief communications;
journalism calls for communication preceded by fact-finding and thoughtful
consideration. Journalism has many “unsend” buttons, including editors. Social
networks have none. Everything we say online can be used against us in a court of
law, in the minds of subjects and sources and by people who for reasons of their own
may want to cast us in a negative light. While, obviously, we cannot control what
others may post on our accounts, we must maintain constant awareness when posting
to Facebook, Twitter and other online fora that we are flying without a net, and that an
indiscretion lasts forever. At all costs, we must avoid flame wars, incendiary rhetoric
and loose talk. We should also remember that by friending or following someone, we
may be giving out the identity of a source. Everything depends on our keeping trust.
In other words, be careful. By all means, explore ways in which social media can help
you do your job. But before you tweet or post, consider how what you’re doing will
reflect on your professionalism and our collective reputation. When in doubt, talk to
colleagues, your editor or your supervisor.
As published in
http://handbook.reuters.com/index.php?title=Reporting_From_the_Internet_And_Using_Social_Media
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Social Media & Blogging Guidelines by Radio
Television Digital News Association (RTDNA)
Social media and blogs are important elements of journalism. They narrow the distance
between journalists and the public. They encourage lively, immediate and spirited
discussion. They can be vital news-gathering and news-delivery tools. As a journalist
you should uphold the same professional and ethical standards of fairness, accuracy,
truthfulness, transparency and independence when using social media as you do on air
and on all digital news platforms.
Truth and Fairness
• Social media comments and postings should meet the same standards of fairness,
accuracy and attribution that you apply to your on-air or digital platforms.
 Information gleaned online should be confirmed just as you must confirm
scanner traffic or phone tips before reporting them. If you cannot independently
confirm critical information, reveal your sources; tell the public how you know
what you know and what you cannot confirm. Don’t stop there. Keep seeking
confirmation. This guideline is the same for covering breaking news on station
websites as on the air. You should not leave the public “hanging.” Lead the
public to completeness and understanding.
• Twitter’s character limits and immediacy are not excuses for inaccuracy and
unfairness.
 Remember that social media postings live on as online archives. Correct and
clarify mistakes, whether they are factual mistakes or mistakes of omission.
 When using content from blogs or social media, ask critical questions such as:
- What is the source of the video or photograph? Who wrote the comment
and what was the motivation for posting it.
- Does the source have the legal right to the material posted? Did that
person take the photograph or capture the video?
- Has the photograph or video been manipulated? Have we checked to see
if the metadata attached to the image reveals that it has been altered?
• Social networks typically offer a “privacy” setting, so users can choose not to
have their photographs or thoughts in front of the uninvited public. Capturing
material from a public Facebook site is different from prying behind a passwordprotected wall posing as a friend. When considering whether to access “private”
content, journalists should apply the same RTDNA guidelines recommended for
undercover journalism. Ask:
- Does the poster have a ‘reasonable expectation’ of privacy?
- Is this a story of great significance?
- Is there any other way to get the information?
- Are you willing to disclose your methods and reasoning?
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-

What are your journalistic motivations?

For Discussion in your Newsroom:
1. When an Army psychiatrist killed 13 people at Fort Hood, Twitter messages,
supposedly from “inside the post” reported gunfire continued for a half hour and that
there were multiple shooters. Journalists passed along the information naming Twitter
writers as the sources. The information proved to be false and needed to be corrected. If
one or multiple shooters had been at large, withholding that information could have
caused some people to be in harm’s way. The nature of live, breaking news frequently
leads to reports of rumor, hearsay and other inaccurate information. Journalists must
source information, correct mistakes quickly and prominently and remind the public that
the information is fluid and could be unreliable.
Questions for the Newsroom:
- What protocols does your newsroom have to correct mistakes on social media
sites such as Twitter and Facebook?
- Does your newsroom have a process for copyediting and oversight of the content
posted on social media sites? What decision-making process do you go through
before you post?
- What protocols do you have for checking the truthfulness of photographs or
video that you find on Facebook, YouTube or photo-sharing sites? Have you
contacted the photographer? Can you see the unedited video or raw photograph
file? Does the image or video make sense when compared to the facts of the
story?
- Who in the newsroom is charged with confirming information gleaned from
social media sites?
Accountability and Transparency
• You should not write anonymously or use an avatar or username that cloaks
your real identity on newsroom or personal websites. You are responsible for
everything you say. Commenting or blogging anonymously compromises this
core principle.
• Be especially careful when you are writing, Tweeting or blogging about a topic
that you or your newsroom covers. Editorializing about a topic or person can
reveal your personal feelings. Biased comments could be used in a court of law
to demonstrate a predisposition, or even malicious intent, in a libel action against
the news organization, even for an unrelated story.
• Just as you keep distance between your station’s advertising and journalism
divisions, you should not use social media to promote business or personal
interests without disclosing that relationship to the public. Sponsored links
should be clearly labeled, not cloaked as journalistic content.
Image and Reputation
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•

•

•

•
•

•

Remember that what’s posted online is open to the public (even if you consider
it to be private). Personal and professional lives merge online. Newsroom
employees should recognize that even though their comments may seem to be in
their "private space," their words become direct extensions of their news
organizations. Search engines and social mapping sites can locate their posts and
link the writers’ names to their employers.
There are journalistic reasons to connect with people online, even if you cover
them, but consider whom you “friend” on sites like Facebook or “follow” on
Twitter. You may believe that online “friends” are different from other friends in
your life, but the public may not always see it that way. For example, be
prepared to publicly explain why you show up as a “friend” on a politician’s
website. Inspect your “friends” list regularly to look for conflicts with those who
become newsmakers.
Be especially careful when registering for social network sites. Pay attention to
how the public may interpret Facebook information that describes your
relationship status, age, sexual preference and political or religious views. These
descriptors can hold loaded meanings and affect viewer perception.
Keep in mind that when you join an online group, the public may perceive that
you support that group. Be prepared to justify your membership.
Avoid posting photos or any other content on any website, blog, social network
or video/photo sharing website that might embarrass you or undermine your
journalistic credibility. Keep this in mind, even if you are posting on what you
believe to be a “private” or password-protected site. Consider this when
allowing others to take pictures of you at social gatherings. When you work for a
journalism organization, you represent that organization on and off the clock.
The same standards apply for journalists who work on air or off air.
Bloggers and journalists who use social media often engage readers in a lively
give-and-take of ideas. Never insult or disparage readers. Try to create a
respectful, informed dialogue while avoiding personal attacks.

These guidelines were developed by the RTDNA Ethics Committee and Al Tompkins,
group leader for broadcasting and online, The Poynter Institute.
Source: http://www.rtdna.org/article/social_media_blogging_guidelines

4.8 SUMMARY
Social media has become an important part of people’s day to day life. Billions of
people across the world use various social media platforms that have narrowed down
physical distance. Immediacy, real-time exchange of information, interactivity and
opportunity to share rich media content has made Social Media more popular. There are
many positives sides of using social media for people. Maintaining strong ethics and
having good manners can make social media more beneficial for all.
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When we join a social media platform, we enter into a virtual community or society in
which real people participate. Like the real world, our social media behavior also
requires good manners and etiquettes. Everyone in social media should be treated with
respect and kindness. Privacy and dignity of people is very important. Authenticity,
transparency and honest communication should be the guiding principle for our social
media activity. And finally the golden rule; treat others the way you want to be treated.
4.9 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS:
1) Why Ethics is necessary in Social Media Use?
2) What are ethical issues on Social Media?
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